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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREA}L py INVESTIGATION 

February 9, 1967 

  

in Reply, Please Refer to 
File Ne. 

: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT 
cod . JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY, 

an . NOVEMBER 22, 1963, 
| DALLAS, TEXAS 

RE: Allegation that LEE HARVEY OSWALD 
Associated with JACK RUBY 
  

The following information supplements that contained 
oo in letterhead memoranda dated January 9, 1967, at San Diego, 

: California; January 18, 1967, at Seattle, Washington; and 
January 18, 1967, at Baltimore, Maryland. 

On February 1, 1967, pete Wolft, Manager “Adolphus 
Hotel Coffee Shop and Dining Room, Dallas, Texas, advised the 
person referred to as hostess in the Coffee Shop by Mrs. Loretta _ 
Violet Ringer was Evelyp“Schanburger, 4317 Gaston Avenue, Dallas, ' 
who is presently employed as a hostess in the Dining Room at the 
Dallas’ Hotel, Dallas, Texas. Wolff stated that he recalled 
Schanburger discussing with him the conversation between Schanburger 
and Ringer regarding their having seen Lee Harvey Oswald in the 
Dining Room of the Adolphus Hotel approximately two and a balf 
weeks prior to President Kennedy's assassination. Wolff stated 

- ; that Schanburger had said that she had talked to this individual; 
and after seeing Oswald's photograph and seeing Oswald on w 
television, she was certain that the individual in the Coffee 

~ * Shop was not identical with Oswald. > “ad. Ay: - 

    

Wolff further advised that he was in the pining Roon 
of the Adolphus Hotel during the days and nights and had never 
seen Oswald in the Dining Room. Wolff stated the only bus bc. 
employed about two and a half weeks prior to the assassinati- 
was Willie“Bugs, who left the hotel about two years ago and hk. 

ni . whereabouts are unknown. Wolff stated that Bugs would have ::- 
knowledge of the comments made by the individual in questior , 

cus as the bus boys were not allowed to talk to the customers, xxud 
a that he was only in the Dining Room for short periods of tine. 

  

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FRI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are 

- not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT 
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY 
  

hoa _ 8 

On February 1, 1967, Evelyn Schanburger, 4317 Gaston 
Avenue, Dallas, hostess, Din Room, Dallas Hotel, advised 
she recalled lor etta Viole inger discussing with her a 
conversation Ringer had had with a guest about two and a half 
weeks prior to the assassination of President Kennedy. 
Sshanburger recalled that the same individual who Ringer 
*-2lieved to have been Oswald was an older and larger person 
than Oswald. This individual discussed with Schanburger 
the prices of dinner parties, stating that he was going 
to have meetings one night a month for his company, and there 
would be 30 or 40 people. The person appeared to be mentally 
unbalanced and she did not believe that he had been drinking. 
Schanburger told the individual that they did not take 
reservations for meetings in the Dining Room and that he 

ny would have to discuss the matter with the catering manager. 

| ‘At that time the Catering Office was not open. She stated 
cone that the individual paid his bill and left the Dining Room. 

. 
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. Schanburger further stated that she knew Jack Ruby 

from his photograph, and that Ruby had been in the Dining Room 

: on numerous occasions; but from seeing Oswald's photograph, 
7 she was positive that Oswald had never been in the Adolphus 
7 Hotel Dining Room. 

  

Schahburger stated she never left the Dining Room _ 

-3 ' during the evenings and was positive that the bus boy, Wiklie - 

- Bugs ,“had not talked to the individual. 
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